
 

Kong: Skull Island is an American science-fiction monster film, and the eighth installment in Legendary Pictures'
MonsterVerse. Kong: Skull Island tells the story of a team of explorers who travel to an uncharted island in search of missing
scientist Bill Randa only to discover that "skULL Island" may be as dangerous as its name suggests. When a mysterious and
special breed of human known as the Watchers arrive on Kong's island, it sets off a battle for survival. The film stars Tom
Hiddleston, Samuel L. Jackson, Brie Larson, Corey Hawkins, Jason Mitchell, John Goodman and John C. Reilly. The film is
directed by Jordan Vogt-Roberts and written by Max Borenstein. The film was confirmed in July 2014 with filming beginning
in New Zealand in December that year with the hiring of Vogt-Roberts in January 2015 to direct the project. Production began
in February 2016 and lasted until September. A few months later on May 8th 2016, Fox hired director Jordan Vogt-Roberts to
write a new draft of the script for Kong: Skull Island with Michael Green returning to rewrite the script with John Gatins also re-
writing the script. It was originally set to be released on March 10, 2017, then moved to May 29. The film began filming in the
United Kingdom on February 16, 2017 with principal photography completed on April 20th that same year. The film made its
world premiere at the Shanghai International Film Festival on June 13, 2017 before being released in theaters across the United
States beginning on March 10, 2017. It received an Academy Award nomination for Sound Editing with Vogt-Roberts
acknowledging it would be "awesome" if they won. An official prologue titled "Into the Abyss" was shown theatrically prior to
the release of "Kong: Skull Island. Mark Schultz, a human known as the "Admiral" of the U.S. Navy's Monarch Program,
approaches billionaire Oliver Lynton-Wolfe, CEO of Lynton Industries, with a proposition that puts him in permanent risk. He
explains to him that the company lost their first expedition to Skull Island and if they can find and return samples, they will be
allowed to go back and establish a base on the island. This incredibly risky plan is set into motion as their boat arrives on Skull
Island; however, they soon learn something is wrong on the island as the natives exhibit more hostility toward them than usual.
Three scientists (Bill Randa, Houston Brooks, and San Lin) are accompanied by the U.S. Army Regiment accompanying them
to Skull Island in 1973, where they are investigating the island that has never been discovered before. They are being followed
by both the Monarch team led by Schultz with a submersible under his command along with helicopters led by Lieutenant
Colonel Preston Packard and his soldiers who wish to rescue any survivors of the recent encounters on Skull Island. The two
parties soon enter a violent conflict between both human teams which ends with the destruction of all aircrafts with both groups
retreating to land on opposite sides of the island.
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